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  Before the Asian Riot and At The Asian       
Riot
❏ Before the asian riot there was a lot of rumours and news letters that 

made hysterical comments about an invasion .
❏ Asians were hated a lot because if their race and they were feared

❏ They were alarmed when 2,300 japanese ALONE came and they recently 
won a war with Russia in territory making them seem they want to spread 
more territory!

               During the Riot
❏ People were stabbed and injured
❏ Houses and stores owned by Asians were wrecked 
❏ The result of damages were devastating

                                 

                                                 





Being A Victim Of The Asian Riot
Being an asian was not a fun thing. If you were asian during 1907 in B.C then you could 
have been stabbed, killed or worse just because of being asian. You also could have 
been:

● Denied good jobs
● Denied good food or the essential nutrition

But actually being IN the 1907 riot was even worse.

You could have been stabbed, killed, or denied entry into B.C so you can’t get money for 
your family. Many survivors were scarred so badly they couldn't take it anymore. The 
victims never fought back or did anything about it. Many people died just because they 
were getting money for their families. 

                                                               



Why the event happened?

Some reasons why this event happened are  because…

● The 12100 Asian immigrants that came in vancouver was scared that they might take up too much 
space.

● Canadians in vancouver feared of job loss
● To reduce the amount of Asian immigrants Mackenzie king limited asian 
● There were scared of a invasion because Russia lost to Japan in a war and lots of japanese were 

coming to Vancouver. 
● It was started by a rock hurled by a youngster in a Chinese shop

There was racism and other reasons that caused the riots and all the bad things

That happened to the Asians. Victims of the asian riot called it “





What Were the Effects From The Riot?

                  

❏ Suicide
❏ Asian’s and white people 

Might have gone home to no family

❏ Scarred mentally and physically 

                                                       

                                                                  

                                                   

                                                          

Here are some effects after 
the riot!!!

There was a lot of devastation after the riot 
to both Japanese and Whites, the result was 
not what anybody hoped for, as even the 
whites were surprised from this.


